Event Detection has been one of the research areas in Text Mining that has attracted attention during this decade due to the widespread availability of social media data specifically twitter data. Twitter has become a major source for information about real-world events because of the use of hashtags and the small word limit of Twitter that ensures concise presentation of events.
Introduction
Microblogging, as a form of social media, is fast emerging in this decade. One of the best examples for this is Twitter which allows 280-character limit for a tweet. It is used not only to share and communicate with friends and family but also as a medium to share real-world events. An event according to the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) project (Allan et al., 1998) , is "some unique thing that happens at some point in time". Becker et al. (2011) defines an event as "a real-world occurrence e with an associated time period T e and a time-ordered stream of Twitter messages M e , of substantial volume, discussing the occurrence and published during time T e ". We borrow these definitions of an event in our work.
In Twitter, a user can not only publish about an event but can also propagate by retweeting the post by someone else. A user can also attach a hashtag with the tweet which can provide a significant amount of information about the event (e.g., #RIP to signify that the tweet is related to someone's death). But some hashtags can also be used to promote ideas known as memes (Kotsakos et al., 2014) . Event detection from tweets also faces other challenges like noisy data, informal writing, grammatical errors, and a large volume of data coming at very high velocity. According to Internet Live Stats 1 , on an average 6,000 tweets are published every second, which corresponds to nearly 500 million tweets per day. Moreover, nearly 40% of these tweets are just "pointless babbles" 2 which are insignificant to the task of event detection.
To tackle the above-mentioned challenges, we present SEDTWik -a tweet segmentation-based event detection system that utilizes an external knowledge base like Wikipedia. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the working of SEDTWik in detail. Section 3 presents our experimental results. Section 4 presents some related works in event detection. We conclude in section 5 along with future work to be done.
SEDTWik
In this section, we present SEDTWik, an extension of a previous work by Li et al. (2012a) called Twevent.
SEDTWik is an event detection framework that consists of four components: tweet segmentation, bursty segment extraction, bursty segment clustering, and event summarization. Figure 1 shows the architecture of SEDTWik. Events are detected from a time window t of a fixed length during which all the tweets published are processed. In the tweet segmentation phase, all tweets coming from the Twitter stream within the current time window are segmented, and the segments along with the tweet details are indexed for use in next stages. Hashtags are given more weight as they contain more information. Based on the probability distribution of segments, retweet counts, user diversity, and user popularity, abnormally bursty segments are extracted and clustered in the next two stages. Finally, the clusters are summarized in the last step. In the rest of this section, we present all the four components in detail.
Tweet Segmentation
Tweet segmentation was introduced by Li et al. (2012b) and Li et al. (2015) for Named Entity Recognition (NER) in which they used a dynamic programming based approach to segment tweets based on a "stickiness" score of a segment. In this section, we present an alternative approach using Wikipedia Page Titles Dataset 3 for segmentation of tweets and hashtags. The task of tweet segmentation is to split a given tweet into non-overlapping meaningful segments. A segment can be unigram (a word) or multi-gram (a phrase). The reason why tweet segmentation is used is that a phrase contains much more specific information than the unigrams in it. So, a tweet segment makes the event more interpretable. For example, [vice presidential debate] is much more informative then [vice] , [presidential] , and [debate] separately that might be in any random order. While segmenting a tweet, we emphasize three components: tweet text, name mentions, and hashtags.
We consider tweet text as everything a user writes in a tweet except URL links, hashtags, and name mention. From tweet text, we only keep those segments that are present as a title of a Wikipedia page 3 . This ensures that only named entities (e.g., Barack Obama) or meaningful segments (e.g., new music) are kept from tweet text, and unnecessary words are removed that would otherwise increase noise in the event detection process.
Most Twitter users use a name mention in a tweet to mention a person by their username (e.g., @iamsrk for Shah Rukh Khan). So, we replace the username by their actual name and consider it as a segment.
The most important component in out event detection model is hashtags. Hashtags contain a lot of information in a concise form, and related tweets generally contain the same hashtag. Ozdikis et al. (2012a) used only hashtags for event detection as contrasted with Ozdikis et al. (2012b) and were able to get better results in the former. This motivated us to give more weight to hashtags in the segmentation process.
We use H as hashtag weight, so an H value of 2 means that all hashtags are duplicated in the segmentation process, resulting in a twice weight that would allow hashtags to become more bursty in the next stage. This also ensures that if a segment is not previously seen in the Wikipedia page titles, then its use in hashtag would still make the segment bursty. Since hashtags do not contain whitespace or punctuations, we consider the capitalization of letters to segment a hashtag. For example, #BreakingNews will be segmented as [breaking news]. Hashtags that do not contain any capitalization of letters in them would be considered as a unigram when segmenting them.
Bursty Segment Extraction
Since there are hundreds of thousands of unique segments within a day, clustering all of them for detecting events would be a computationally expensive task. So, once the tweets are segmented, we find out abnormally bursty segments that might be related to an event and discard the remaining ones.
Let N t denote the number of tweets within the current time window t and f s,t be the number of tweets containing segment s in t. The probability of observing s with a frequency f s,t can be considered as a Binomial distribution B(N t , p s ) where p s is the expected probability of observing segment s in any random time window. Since N t is very large in case of tweets, this probability distribution can be approximated to a Normal distribution with parameters E[s|t] = N t p s and
If a segment has f s,t >= E[s|t], it will be called a bursty segment, while a segment with f s,t < E[s|t] will not be considered bursty and will be discarded. We use a formula for the bursty probability P b (s, t) for segment s in time window t defined by Li et al. (2012a) as given in (1) that transfers the frequency of a bursty segment to the range (0,1).
where S(•) is the sigmoid function, and since sigmoid function smooths well in the range [-10,10] , the constant 10 is introduced. Instead of depending entirely on tweet frequency, to incorporate user diversity, user frequency u s,t is also used which denotes the number of distinct users using segment s in time window t. A retweet is a copy of a tweet created by another user. According to Boyd et al. (2010) , a retweet is "a conversational practice and can negotiate authorship, attribution, and communicative fidelity". We find that a tweet retweeted by many users might be related to an important event and can be used to provide more weight to segments in retweets. We define segment retweet count of a segment s in t as src s,t which is the sum of retweet counts of all tweets containing s in t. A tweet by someone who has millions of followers (e.g., a celebrity or a news page) might also be more important as compared with someone who has very few followers. Giving more weight to such tweets will ensure that spam or self-promoting tweets are filtered out and do not harm the accuracy of the event detection process. So, we define segment follower count of a segment s in t as sf c s,t which is the sum of follower count of all users using this segment in t. Combining all the above, the formula for bursty weight w b (s, t) for segment s in t is defined in (2).
Among all the segments, top K segments are selected as bursty segments based on their bursty weight. A small value of K would result in a very low recall of events detected, and a large value of K may bring in more noise leading to higher computational cost. Therefore, an optimal value of K is kept to be √ N t .
Bursty Segment Clustering
In this section, we cluster bursty segments and filter non-event clusters using the approach by Li et al. (2012a) . Since the topics in tweets are fast changing and extremely dynamic, the similarity of two segments is calculated from their temporal frequency and the contents of the tweets that contain the segment. Each time window is evenly split into M subwindows t =< t 1 , t 2 , ..., t M >. Let f t (s, m) be the tweet frequency of segment s in the subwindow t m and T t (s, m) be the concatenation of all the tweets in the subwindow t m that contain segment s. The similarity sim t (s a , s b ) between segments s a and s b in time window t is calculated based on formula (3).
where w t (s, m) is the fraction of frequency of segment s in the subwindow t m as mentioned in (4) and sim(T 1 , T 2 ) is the tf-idf similarity of the set of tweets T 1 and T 2 .
Using the similarity measure given in (3), all the bursty segments are clustered using a variation of Jarvis-Patrick algorithm (Jarvis and Patrick, 1973) . In this, all segments are considered as nodes and initially, all nodes are disconnected. An edge is added between segments s a and s b if k-Nearest neighbors of s a contains s b and vice versa. After adding all possible edges, all the connected components of the graph are considered as candidate event clusters. Those segments that do not have any edges are discarded from further processing.
After clustering the bursty segments, we found that some clusters were not related to any event. The newsworthiness µ(s) of a segment s, is defined as given in (5) which ensures that if a sub-phrase of a segment is an important phrase then the segment is also considered newsworthy.
where l is any sub-phrase of segment s and Q(l) is the probability of l appearing as anchor text in Wikipedia articles containing l. The newsworthiness µ(e) of an event cluster e, is defined in (6) that considers the newsworthiness of its constituent segments and the weight of edges of the event cluster in the form of segment similarity.
where e s is the set of segments associated with event e, E e is the set of edges between segments of the event e, and sim(g) is the similarity between nodes of the edge g which is calculated from (3). Candidate events that are not likely to be realistic events are observed to have very small newsworthiness as compared to real events. So, if an event e satisfies the condition µmax µ(e) < T then only it is kept as a realistic event otherwise discarded. Here µ max is the highest newsworthiness among all candidate event clusters and T is a threshold.
Event Summarization
A list of segments associated with an event cluster might not provide all the information related to an event. So, we used the LexRank algorithm (Erkan and Radev, 2004) to summarize the event clusters obtained in the previous step. The LexRank algorithm takes as input multiple documents and provides a summary of it by combining the top-ranking sentences. To summarize an event, we use all the tweets in current time window t that contain the segments in the event cluster obtained from the segment index created in the tweet segmentation phase and apply the algorithm to provide a summary of the event.
Experimental Results
In this section, we will mention the dataset and evaluation metrics we used, the statistics about tweet segmentation, and our results. Our model outperforms Twevent (Li et al., 2012a) with better precision, a greater number of events, and less duplicate events.
Dataset and Experimental Setting
The Wikipedia page titles dataset used in subsection 2.1 was a dump from March 2018 which contains 8,007,358 page titles. We used the Wikipedia keyphraseness values Q(s) 4 used by Li et al. (2012a) which was based on a dump released on Jan 30, 2010, and contains 4,342,732 distinct entities that appeared as anchor text. . They removed tweets containing more than 3 hashtags, 3 name mentions, or 2 URLs as they might be spam (Benevenuto et al., 2010) . After all this filtering, the corpus contains over 120 million tweets. It also contains a list of 506 events detected in the corpus distributed among 8 categories. We used this corpus to estimate the segment probabilities p s used in subsection 2.2 and to evaluate the performance of our model. Both Wikipedia Page Titles and the tweets in the corpus were preprocessed using using pyTweetCleaner 5 . Figure 2 shows a plot of average no. of tweets published within each hour of the day for this corpus.
There were several parameters that affect the performance of our model like time window size, number of subwindows M, hashtag weight H, number of neighbors k while clustering, and threshold T . We set a time window to be of 24 hours which contains M = 12 subwindows of 2 hours each. We set H = 3, k = 3 neighbors and T = 4 in our work. Allan et al. (1998) define precision as "the fraction of the detected events that are related to a realistic event". Moreover, Li et al. (2012a) defines another measure called Duplicate Event Rate (DERate) as "the percentage of events that have been duplicately detected among all realistic events detected". We use these definitions of precision and DERate in our evaluation. We did not use recall as a measure to evaluate the results found by our model because we find a lack of an exhaustive list of events in the Events2012 Table 1 shows some of the events detected by SEDTWik that were not detected by McMinn et al. (2013) . Note that the event info is manually written since the summary generated is a set of tweets that is quite large to fit in the table. Instead of recall, we use No. of events, which is the number of realistic events detected, as a measure to evaluate the performance of SEDTWik.
Tweet Segmentation Statistics
We segmented tweets from Oct 11 -Oct 17, 2012. After removing all the retweets, this period contained 11,705,978 tweets containing 3,653,039 distinct segments. Figure 3 shows the length of the segment along with their frequency within this period. We found that many of the bigrams were named entities (e.g. Table 2 : Sample tweet segmentations with H = 3. Note that "x3" in the segmentation column signifies that the segment is present 3 times in the segmentation. 
Method
No replacing username with the actual name makes the segment more interpretable.
Event Detection Results
Twevent (Li et al., 2012a) performs event detection from tweets using tweet segmentation and outperformed EDCoW (Weng and Lee, 2011) which was the state-of-the-art method that time, in terms of more no. of events, higher precision and recall, and less duplication rate. Since our model SEDTWik is an extension of Twevent, we set Twevent's results as a baseline for our model and compare both these models in this section. Table 3 shows the comparison of SEDTWik with Twevent in terms of no. of events, precision, and DERate for events detected in the period of Oct 11 -Oct 17, 2012. Recall that we are not calculating recall of our model because of lack of an exhaustive list of events within this period. Note that for calculating the results of Twevent, instead of Microsoft Web N-gram service, we used our estimates of probability which was also used in our model for the same task. The reason is that Microsoft has discontinued providing this Web-service. After the event clusters and summary are generated, we manually annotate the clusters as realistic or non-realistic event and calculate the precision on them.
As shown in Table 3 , SEDTWik achieved a precision of 88.12% as compared to 80.32% by Twevent. The no. of events detected by SEDTWik were significantly more than that by Twevent (79 vs 42). In terms of DERate, SEDTWik performs slightly better than Twevent (14.10% vs 16.67%). Thus, our model SEDTWik outperforms Twevent in all the three metrics. Edouard et al. (2017) and TwitterNews+ (Hasan et al., 2016) also evaluated their models on the same Events2012 dataset (McMinn et al., 2013) but on a different period of tweets and were able to get precision values of 75.0% and 78.0% only. Since we have to manually annotate the results, we did not re-evaluate the results of our model on these tweets but we believe our model would outperform both these models in terms of precision. Table 4 shows some of the events detected by SEDTWik for each day in the period Oct 11 -Oct 17, 2012, along with top segments in the event cluster. Note that the event information is manually written since the summary consists of several tweets that is quite large to fit in the table.
SEDTWik code, the data used, and the entire list of events detected can be found here 6 .
Impact of H and T
Recall that while performing tweet segmentation in subsection 2.1, we used H as hashtag weight which signifies by how many times, the frequency of a hashtag is multiplied. As most users associate a hashtag with any important tweet and that hashtag is common among similar tweets, giving more weight to hashtags seems intuitive. A lower value of H would cause noisy segments from tweet text to dominate and harm the accuracy of the event detection model. Similarly, a higher value of H would not allow other frequently used segments in the tweet text to become bursty and again reduce the accuracy. We experimented with H values 1,2,3, and 4, and found the best results at H = 3.
The threshold T was used in deciding if a candidate event cluster is a realistic event or not in subsection 2.3. We observed that on increasing T , more event would be considered realistic that would increase the number of events detected, but reduce the precision of the model. On experimenting with different values of T from 2,3,4, and 5, we found optimal results at T = 4.
Related Work
Event detection from tweets is not a new topic of research, but rather an area on which extensive research has been done over this decade. In this section, we will present some of the related works in event detection from tweets that have motivated us to research in this field. Panagiotou et al. (2016) , Weiler et al. (2016) and Farzindar and Khreich (2015) presented a survey of many approaches that have been used over the past few years for event detection from Twitter. They had also mentioned several open challenges for event detection from tweets. Our work has tried to address some of these challenges in this paper.
TwInsight (Valkanas and Gunopulos, 2013 ) identified events by monitoring surges in 6 emotional states (anger, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise) and gave information about the location, timestamp, emotion, and description of the event.
EvenTweet (Abdelhaq et al., 2013 ) used a fixed historical usage of words for finding those that have a burstiness degree two standard deviation above mean and then clustered them. Their method was used to find localized events only. EventRadar (Boettcher and Lee, 2012 ) also used Twitter to detect local events like parties and art exhibitions. McMinn et al. (2013) created a pool of events using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), Cluster Summarization, and Wikipedia, and clustered them using category, temporal, and content-based features and found events distributed among 8 categories (e.g., Sports, Science & Technology, etc.) . But as shown in Table 1 , there were many events that were not detected by their model. Phuvipadawat and Murata (2010) used features like hashtags, usernames, follower count, retweet count, and proper noun terms to cluster and rank breaking news detected from Twitter.
Twevent (Li et al., 2012a ) used a segmentation-based event detection from tweets method. In this method, tweets were segmented using a "stickiness" score of segments, and bursty segments were selected based on the prior probability distribution of segments, and user diversity, and were clustered into events. Our work SEDTWik is extension of Twevent so we have compared these two methods in subsection 3.3.
Recently, ArmaTweet (Tonon et al., 2017) used semantic event detection on Tweets to detect events such as 'politician dying' and 'militia terror act'.
Conclusion And Future Work
Twitter has experienced an explosive increase in both users and the volume of information in the recent time which has attracted great interests from both industry and academia. Tweets being short and containing noisy data in large volume poses challenges on event detection task. In this paper, we presented SEDTWik -a tweet segmentation-based event detection system in which hashtags, retweet count, user popularity, and follower count were key features. Giving more weight to hashtags significantly improved the model's performance. Our model achieved outstanding results on event detection from tweets using Wikipedia. As part of future work, we will explore ways to improve the segmentation process and use URL links in the event detection process. We will try to find more efficient ways to estimate segment probabilities considering the days and months in which specific segments are observed. We also plan to apply more sophisticated methods for event summarization that also leverage the segment and cluster information instead of just using the them to find tweets to use for summarization.
